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Abstract

This thesis studies CP violation in the decay of the Ξ− hyperon,
also known as the cascade baryon, which decays in the sequence
Ξ− → Λπ− → pπ−π−. A difference between the angular distribution
of this decay sequence and the angular distribution of the charge
conjugate decay sequence Ξ̄+ → Λ̄π+ → p̄π+π+, after taking into
account the inversion of the momenta due to the parity operation, is
indicative of CP violation. The decay sequence is described by three
asymmetry parameters: αΞ, αΛ, and ϕΞ, while the charge conjugate
decay’s sequence is described by: ᾱΞ, ᾱΛ, and ϕ̄Ξ. A measure of CP
violation is given by the CP violating observables: AΞ, AΛ, and ΦΞ.

The aim of this thesis is to study how the normalised statistical
uncertainties in the asymmetry parameters and in the CP violating
observables depend on the magnitude of the polarisation vector
(polarisation) of the cascade and the anticascade. This was done by
simulating 1.0×107 Ξ− → Λπ− → pπ−π− and Ξ̄+ → Λ̄π+ → p̄π+π+

decays for different values of polarisation of the cascades using Monte
Carlo, and then utilising maximum likelihood estimation and error
propagation to estimate the uncertainties in the parameters and in
the observables.

It was shown using the methods of this thesis that the normalised
statistical uncertainties in the asymmetry parameters and the
CP violating observables decreased whenever the polarisation was
increased, although with diminishing returns. In the region of
10% − 50% polarisation, the decrease in the uncertainties was
substantial. An increase from 10% to 50% polarisation lowered all
of the uncertainties by 76% − 80%. In the region of 50% − 100%
polarisation, the decrease in the uncertainties was slightly less. An
increase from 50% to 100% polarisation lowered the uncertainties in
αΞ, ᾱΞ and AΞ by roughly 33%, in αΛ, ᾱΛ and AΛ by roughly 40%,
and in ϕΞ, ϕ̄Ξ and ΦΞ it went down by 53%. It was also shown that,
if one were to produce 60% polarised cascades and use the method
of this thesis, it would require a sample of 1.1 × 1011 − 1.3 × 1011

Ξ− → Λπ− → pπ−π− and Ξ̄+ → Λ̄π+ → p̄π+π+ decays to
reach the precision in the observables of the order given by the
Standard Model. However, if one wished to match the uncertainty
given by the most recent and best measurement of the observables,
using 60% polarised cascades, one would only need a sample of
5.7× 104 − 8.6× 104 for each decay sequence.



Sammanfattning

Denna avhandling studerar CP-brytning i sönderfallet
av Ξ− hyperonen, även känd som kaskadbaryonen, som
sönderfaller i sekvensen Ξ− → Λπ− → pπ−π−. En skillnad
mellan vinkelfördelningen av denna sönderfallssekvensen
och vinkelfördelningen av det laddningskonjugerade
sönderfallssekvensen Ξ̄+ → Λ̄π+ → p̄π+π+, efter att ha
tagit hänsyn till inversionen av rörelsemängden p̊a grund av
paritetsoperationen, tyder p̊a CP-brytning. Sönderfallssekvensen
beskrivs av tre asymmetriparametrar: αΞ, αΛ och ϕΞ, medan den
laddningskonjugerade sönderfallssekvensen beskrivs av: ᾱΞ, ᾱΛ och
ϕ̄Ξ. Ett mått p̊a CP-brytning ges av de CP-brytande observablerna:
AΞ, AΛ och ΦΞ.

Syftet med denna avhandling är att studera hur de
normaliserade statistiska osäkerheterna i asymmetriparametrarna
och i de CP-brytande observablerna beror p̊a beloppet
av polarisationsvektorn (polarisation) av kaskad- och
antikaskadbaryonerna. Detta gjordes genom att simulera 1.0 × 107

Ξ− → Λπ− → pπ−π− och Ξ̄+ → Λ̄π+ → p̄π+π+ sönderfall för
olika polariseringsgrad av kaskaderna med Monte Carlo, och sedan
använda statistiska metoder somMaximum Likelihood-uppskattning
och felfortplantning för att uppskatta osäkerheterna i parametrarna
och i observablerna.

Det visades med metoderna i denna avhandling att de normaliserade

statistiska osäkerheterna i asymmetriparametrarna och de CP-brytande

observablerna avtog när polarisationen ökades, dock med avtagande

avkastning. I regionen 10% − 50% polarisation var minskningen av

osäkerheterna betydlig, en ökning fr̊an 10% till 50% polarisation

minskade alla osäkerheter med 76% − 80%. I regionen 50% − 100%

polarisation var minskningen av osäkerheterna n̊agot mindre. En

ökning fr̊an 50% till 100% minskade osäkerheterna i αΞ, ᾱΞ och AΞ

med cirka 33%, i αΛ, ᾱΛ och AΛ med cirka 40%, och i ϕΞ, ϕ̄Ξ och

ΦΞ gick de ner med 53%. Det visades ocks̊a att om man producerade

60% polariserade kaskader och använde metoden i denna avhandling,

skulle det krävas ett prov p̊a 1.1× 1011 − 1.3× 1011 Ξ− → Λπ− →
pπ−π− och Ξ̄+ → Λ̄π+ → p̄π+π+ sönderfall för att uppn̊a precisionen

i observablerna i den ordning som ges av Standardmodellen. Men om

man skulle vilja matcha osäkerheterna som ges av den senaste och

bästa mätningen av observablerna, med 60% polariserade kaskader,

skulle man bara behöva ett prov p̊a 5.7 × 104 − 8.6 × 104 för varje

sönderfallssekvens.
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1 Introduction

One of the greatest unresolved questions in physics is why the universe
consists of substantially more matter than antimatter. It is one of the reasons
for our existence, for otherwise, matter and antimatter would constantly be
annihilating each other. How is it known that the universe is primarily matter
dominated in the first place? One observation shows that cosmic rays consist
overwhelmingly of matter with a ratio of N̄/N = 10−4, while another shows that
there are no visible intense outbursts of electromagnetic radiation, signifying
that interstellar clouds are annihilating with similar clouds of antimatter.
Current cosmological theories render any proposals for an asymmetric initial
condition of the universe as the sole cause of the current matter-antimatter
asymmetry untenable. Instead, it tends to the idea that, irrespective of the
initial condition, a dynamical mechanism that generated the large matter-
antimatter asymmetry observed today had to have occurred. Even if the universe
began with a matter-antimatter asymmetry, it would be diluted to a negligible
level by the asymmetry generating mechanisms [1].

Although the Standard Model currently stands as the best description of
particle physics, it is unable to explain the observed asymmetry and is thus
incomplete. Meanwhile, the current cosmological theories propose there had to
be a set of necessary conditions, all of which had to be simultaneously satisfied
to generate the matter-antimatter asymmetry following the Big Bang. In 1967,
three necessary conditions whereby the matter-antimatter asymmetry could
have arisen were proposed and are called the Sakharov conditions [2]. They
are: baryon number violation, violation of C and CP symmetries, and departure
from thermodynamic equilibrium. These will be further explained in detail in
the coming sections. But what is of great interest here is the violation of CP
symmetry, also known as CP violation or CPV, which describes the difference
in how matter and antimatter interact. The amount of CPV that has been
observed in reactions and which has been accounted for in the Standard Model
is not sufficiently large to explain the large asymmetry currently present in the
universe. It is therefore believed that there must be other sources of CPV that
are not accounted for in the Standard Model and now stand as a potential
discovery Beyond the Standard Model [1, 3].

This problem has thus motivated the search for CP violation Beyond the
Standard Model. So far, no experiment has made any conclusive discoveries,
and if there were any, it would require immense precision. A promising area to
search for CPV is in the decay of a class of particles known as hyperons, where
differences in their decay to the decay of their corresponding antihyperons are
indicative of CPV. One such hyperon that this thesis will study is the Ξ− baryon,
which primarily decays in the sequence Ξ− → Λπ− → pπ−π−. This thesis will
use simulations to determine how the statistical uncertainties in parameters and
in CPV quantities related to the decay depend on a specific factor, in the hopes
of assisting experiments currently investigating CPV in hyperons, such as the
LHCb.
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2 Theory

2.1 The Standard Model

Figure 1: Elementary particles in the Standard Model of particle physics [4].

The Standard Model of particle physics is a theory that describes all the
currently known elementary particles and their properties. It also describes
particle interactions through three of the four fundamental forces of nature: the
strong, weak, and electromagnetic force. The gravitational interaction between
particles is extremely small compared to the other forces at such scales that
it can effectively be neglected in the context of particle physics. Developed in
the early 1970s, the theory currently stands as the best description of particle
physics. It has successfully explained nearly all experimental results and made
a wide range of very precise predictions that have been experimentally verified.

All the currently known elementary particles of the Standard Model are
summarised in Figure 1 into four distinct families, together with their mass,
spin, and charge in units of the elementary charge e. The two fermionic, spin- 12
families of quarks and leptons are the fundamental constituents of matter. Both
families can be further divided into three different generations, of which the first
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is the lightest and makes up all the stable matter in the universe. Although
not shown in the figure, there is also a corresponding anti-particle for each
quark and lepton. The bosonic, spin-1 family of gauge bosons acts as a force
carrier and is mediated between the particles when they interact. The strong
force is carried by eight different gluons, the electromagnetic force is carried by
photons, and the weak force is carried by the Z and the two W± bosons. Unlike
quarks, which are subject to all of the forces, leptons cannot interact strongly.
Furthermore, the leptons known as neutrinos are electrically neutral and cannot
interact electromagnetically. The family of spin-0 scalar bosons contains only a
single particle, the Higgs boson, whose field explains the origin of the mass.

Although there is overwhelming evidence for the existence of quarks, unlike
leptons, they are never observed directly as isolated entities. They instead make
up an important family of composite particles called hadrons, which are a bound
state of quarks held together by the strong force. Hadrons are further divided
into two different types: mesons and baryons. Mesons are bosonic particles that
consist of a bound state of a quark and an anti-quark (qq̄), the lightest being
the three pions π−, π0, π+. Baryons on the other hand, are fermionic particles,
which consist of a bound state of three quarks (qqq) if it is a matter baryon
or three anti-quarks (q̄q̄q̄) if it is an anti-matter baryon. The two lightest and
most common baryons are protons p and neutrons n.

In the Standard Model, quarks and hadrons have special internal quantum
numbers assigned to them. These are baryon number B, strangeness
S, charmness C, bottomness B̃, and topness T . The values of the quantum
numbers for each quark are summarised in Table 1. The values of the quantum
numbers for the antiquarks are equal in magnitude to quarks but have the
opposite sign. The quantum numbers are additive, meaning that a particle such
as Ξ0 whose quark content is (uss) has the following quantum numbers: B = 1,
S = −2, C = 0, B̃ = 0, T = 0. In any particle reaction, the baryon number
is always conserved, whereas the flavour quantum numbers S,C, B̃, T are not
conserved in weak interactions.

In the quark model, there is a symmetry of hadrons called the isospin
symmetry, where hadrons with approximately equal masses and the same
quantum numbers form families called isospin multiplets. The quark model
takes into consideration a new additive quantum number called the third
component of isospin, I3, and is defined as

I3 = Q− (B + S + C + B̃ + T )/2, (1)

where Q is the charge of the particle in units of e. This value is different for
each member in a multiplet. The isospin, I, which adds like spin, is another new
quantum number that is considered. It has the same value within a multiplet and
its value is the maximum value of I3 within the multiplet. Thus, in a multiplet,
there are exactly 2I +1 members, where I3 takes on the values I, I − 1, ..., −I.
While I3 has the opposite sign for antiparticles, I does not. Both quantum
numbers are not conserved during weak interactions.
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Table 1: The values of quantum number: baryon number B, strangeness S,
charmness C, bottomness D̃, topness T , and isospin quantum numbers I and
I3 for quarks. For antiquarks, the values have opposite sign except for I.

Quark B S C B̃ T I3 I

u 1/3 0 0 0 0 1/2 1/2

d 1/3 0 0 0 0 −1/2 1/2

s 1/3 −1 0 0 0 0 0

c 1/3 0 1 0 0 0 0

b 1/3 0 0 −1 0 0 0

t 1/3 0 0 0 1 0 0

The lowest-lying states of baryons and mesons that are made up of the
three lightest quarks can be summarised in weight diagrams such as the ones
in Figure 2. The vertical axes denote the different values of strangeness, while
the horizontal axes denote the different values of the third component of the
isospin. Different particles that share the same symbol and that lie on the same
horizontal line are part of the same isospin multiplet [3].

Figure 2: Weight diagrams for the lightest, lowest-lying states of mesons and
baryons [5, 6].

2.2 Discrete Symmetries

Symmetries play an important role in many areas of physics as they are
associated with transformations of a system. A system is said to have a symmetry
under a certain transformation if it is left unchanged during the transformation.
In particle physics, there are three important discrete transformations: parity
inversion, charge conjugation, and time reversal. These can give rise to the
three discrete symmetries: P symmetry, C symmetry, and T symmetry. A
combined discrete transformation can be made by applying two or more of the
mentioned transformations to a system. One such transformation is the charge
conjugation-parity inversion, which can give rise to the combined CP symmetry.
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Parity inversion is defined as the inversion of the spatial coordinates with
respect to a given origin, where its operator on a single-particle wavefunction
of a system is defined by

P̂Ψ(r, t) = PΨ(−r, t). (2)

Since two successive transformations leave the system unchanged, it is required
that the eigenvalues have the values P = ±1. In a single particle system with the
particle at rest, the eigenvalue P becomes the intrinsic parity of that particle.
For a many-particle system, the parity is multiplicative. If the hamiltonian
is invariant under parity transformation, that is [P̂ , Ĥ] = 0, then parity is
conserved, and in a reaction the initial and final parities are equal. This holds
true for all processes except for weak.

Charge conjugation is a transformation in which particles are interchanged
for their antiparticles. Its operator on a single-particle wavefunction of a system
is defined by

ĈΨα(r, t) = CΨᾱ(r, t), (3)

where α denotes the particle and ᾱ denotes its antiparticle. As with parity, two
successive charge conjugations leave the system unchanged. Thus it is required
that eigenvalues have the values C = ±1 as well. However, only particles that
remain themselves under charge conjugation, such as photons and systems of
particle-antiparticle pairs, have well-defined values of C, or C parity. Just as
with parity, the C parity is also multiplicative, and if the hamiltonian is invariant
under charge conjugation, that is, [Ĉ, Ĥ] = 0, then the initial and the final C
parities in a reaction are the same. This again holds true for all processes except
for weak.

Just as with parity inversion and charge conjugation, the time reversal,
defined by

t → −t, (4)

is symmetric in both strong and electromagnetic interactions but not in weak
interactions. However, the operator T̂ is neither linear nor hermitian, meaning
that even if there is a symmetry in time, there are no physical observables
analogous to the other two symmetries [1, 3].

2.3 Matter-Antimatter Asymmetry and CP Violation

As stated earlier, while the Standard Model is a widely successful theory,
it does not answer the question of why the universe consists of substantially
more matter than antimatter. However, the proposed Sakharov conditions could
explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry. The first Sakharov condition states
that there has to be processes in which the baryon number is violated. In
fact, there is no solid theoretical justification for its conservation. But within
the Standard Model, one has only a significant violation as long as the early
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universe has a high temperature. In general, several mechanisms of baryon
number violation have been conjectured, often related to the gauge boson fields.
The second condition states that there have to be interactions for which there
are C and CP violations. The third and final condition states that there had
to be a non-equilibrium situation that enabled the dynamics of the asymmetry
process. Current cosmological theories predict that during a transition period
about 10−7 seconds after the Big Bang, the universe should have been in a
non-equilibrium state. However, it needed to depart sufficiently from a thermal
equilibrium to produce the matter–antimatter asymmetry. If it did, it would
also require a sufficient amount of C and CP violation to be able to produce the
asymmetry.

As stated in the previous section, the violation of C symmetry occurs in weak
interactions and it is fully incorporated into the Standard Model. But unlike
single discrete symmetries, the combined CP symmetry has been shown to hold
to a very high degree even in weak interactions. Some of the consequences of
CP symmetry are that charge conjugate pairs have the same decay rate and
decay distribution. This symmetry is only a good approximation, as there have
been indications of CPV in both the leptonic [7] and the quark sector. In
the quark sector, CPV has solely been observed in mesons, with the first case
being discovered in the decay of neutral K mesons [8]. This small amount
of CPV is accounted for in the Standard Model and manifests in the unitary
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) quark mixing matrix, which can be
parameterised as

V =

 c12c13 s12c13 s13e
−iδ

−s12c23 − c12s23s13e
iδ c12c23 − s12s23s13e

iδ s23c13
s12s23 − c12c23s13e

iδ −c12s23 − s12c23s13e
iδ c23c13

 , (5)

where cij = cos θij and sij = sin θij . The matrix elements determine the relative
strength of coupling between a W boson and a quark pair and are dependent
on three mixing angles θ12, θ23, and θ13, and the CP violating phase δ, which is
responsible for all CPV observed in flavour changing processes. The magnitude
of a particular CP violating process is determined by the magnitude of the CPV
phase and the three mixing angles, so far it has been shown to be greatest in
the decays of B mesons. The mixing model is a major success of the Standard
Model as it explains all of the currently observed CPV just with the single CP
violating phase. However, countless precise experiments have not been able to
provide any conclusive evidence for CPV in baryons, which now stands as a
possible discovery of physics beyond the Standard Model. Even if there were
any CPV in baryons, the experiments have shown that it would require immense
precision to detect them. This is unfortunate because the discovery of CPV in
baryons is important for the explanation of the matter–antimatter asymmetry
observed in the Universe. The magnitude of CPV present in the Standard Model
is by several orders of magnitude too small to explain the matter–antimatter
asymmetry [1, 3].
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3 CP Tests in Ξ− Decay Sequence

3.1 Description of Ξ− Decay Sequences

One promising area for finding a CP violating signature beyond the Standard
Model is in decay differences, where a difference between the angular distribution
of a decay and the angular distribution of its charge conjugate decay, after
taking into account the inversion of the momenta due to the parity operation, is
indicative of CP violation. A promising class of particles to search for CPV are
hyperons that decay weakly into a baryon and a pion. Hyperons are baryons
that contain one or more strange quarks. Lightest, low-lying states of hyperons
are the Λ, Σ and Ξ baryons, and most of them primarily undergo a hadronic,
weak decay in which a strange quark decays into an up quark. The strangeness
of the system thus changes, and such strangeness-changing decays are subject
to the selection rule

∆S = 0,±1. (6)

This selection rule is especially prevalent in hyperons composed of at least two
strange quarks, as all of the strange quarks cannot decay simultaneously, as
this would violate the selection rule. Instead, such hyperons have to decay in
a sequence where in each consecutive step the strangeness changes at most by
|∆S| = 1 [1,3].

One example of a hyperon with two strange quarks that decays in a two-step
sequence is the Ξ− baryon, or the cascade minus baryon. The Ξ− baryon has the
quark composition dss and a life time of order 10−10 seconds, and its primary
decay mode, ∼ 99.887%, consists of the hadronic, weak decay Ξ− → Λπ−. The
Λ hyperon has the quark composition uds and also partakes in a hadronic, weak
decay. Its primary decay mode, ∼ 63.9%, consists of the hadronic, weak decay
Λ → pπ− with a life time of order 10−10 seconds [9]. The decay sequence can
be condensed as Ξ− → Λπ− → pπ−π− with examples of first order Feynman
diagrams within the Standard Model given in Figure 3. It has previously been
the subject of several studies and measurements of CPV [10–13], where the
differences in the angular distribution of the decay sequence Ξ− → Λπ− →
pπ−π− to its charge conjugate decay sequence Ξ̄+ → Λ̄π+ → p̄π+π+ after
taking into account the inversion of the momenta would be indicative of CPV.

Figure 3: Examples of Feynman diagrams of the Ξ− → Λπ− → pπ−π− decay
sequence within the Standard Model.
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An important feature of this decay sequence and of others of its kind is the
polarisation of the parent hyperon, which in this case is the cascade. Polarisation
is used to describe the average spin orientation of an ensemble of particles. The
polarisation vector is defined as the average of the spin operator divided by
ℏ/2, that is, P = 2

ℏ ⟨Ŝ⟩. The magnitude of the polarisation vector, which will
be referred to as the polarisation, can take on a maximum value of 1. If all of
the particles have their spin oriented in one direction, they are said to be 100%
polarised. And likewise, if the particles have no net spin orientation, in the sense
that half of them are measured to be spin up and the other half spin down, then
the particles have 0% polarisation. In other words, they are unpolarised [14,15].
In short, the polarisation vector of the cascade plays a role in how the decay
sequence is angularly distributed and what the polarisation of the Λ baryon
emerges to be.

3.2 Formalism of Ξ− Decay Sequence and CPV Observables

Figure 4: Illustration of the decay angles in the rest frame of Ξ− and in the
helicity frame of Λ in the Ξ− → Λπ− → pπ−π− decay sequence.

The joint angular distribution of the momentum unit vector of Λ in the rest
frame of Ξ− and of the momentum unit vector of the proton in the rest frame
of Λ in the hadronic, weak decay sequence of Ξ− → Λπ− → pπ−π− is given
by [11,16]

1

Γ

d2Γ

dΩΛdΩp
=

1

(4π)2
(1 + αΞPΞ · Λ̂)(1 + αΛPΛ · p̂), (7)

where PΞ and αΞ are the polarisation vector and the asymmetry parameter of
Ξ− respectively in its rest frame, and PΛ and αΛ are the polarisation vector
and the asymmetry parameter of Λ respectively in its helicity frame. Λ̂ is the
momentum unit vector of Λ which is distributed over the solid-angle space ΩΛ

which is in the rest frame of Ξ−. It is given by the kinematical, solid-angle
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variables cos θΛ and ϕΛ, which are the cosine of polar angle and the azimuthal
angle. Meanwhile, p̂ is the momentum unit vector of the proton, which is instead
distributed over the solid-angle space Ωp, which is in the helicity frame of Λ. It
is given by the corresponding kinematical, solid-angle variables cos θp and ϕp,
which are again the cosine of polar angle and the azimuthal angle.

The helicity-frame axes in the Λ rest frame for a specific event are given by

ẑ′ = Λ̂, x̂′ =
PΞ × Λ̂

|PΞ × Λ̂|
, ŷ′ = ẑ′ × x̂′, (8)

so that the direction in which Λ decays in reference to Ξ− defines the polar
axis [11]. An illustration of the direction of these axes and the decay angles can
be seen in Figure 4. A portion of the polarisation of Ξ− will manifest itself in
the momentum direction of Λ, while another portion can also manifests itself
in the directions transverse of the Λ momentum. The sizes of these portions
are dependent on the polarisation of the cascade, its asymmetry parameter, and
the momentum unit vector of Λ. They are also dependent on two new, other
parameters, βΞ and γΞ. The polarisation of Λ in its rest frame is given by the
Lee–Yang formula [16]

PΛ =
(αΞ +PΞ · Λ̂)Λ̂+ βΞPΞ × Λ̂+ γΞΛ̂× (PΞ × Λ̂)

1 + αΞPΞ · Λ̂
. (9)

To rotate this to the helicity-frame, it has to be projected onto the axes given
by Eq. (8). αΞ, βΞ and γΞ are related through the identity α2

Ξ + β2
Ξ + γ2

Ξ = 1.
Thus, the number of free parameters can be reduced by one by defining a new
angular asymmetry parameter, ϕΞ, and expressing βΞ and γΞ as [15]

βΞ =
√
1− α2

Ξ sinϕΞ, γΞ =
√
1− α2

Ξ cosϕΞ. (10)

Both alpha asymmetry parameters range as −1 ≤ α ≤ 1 while the angle
asymmetry parameter ranges as −π ≤ ϕ < π.

In summary, the distribution given by Eq. (7) is dependent on PΞ and
the three asymmetry parameters αΞ, αΛ, and ϕΞ. The same principles and
angular distribution apply to the charge conjugated decay sequence Ξ̄+ →
Λ̄π+ → p̄π+π+ but with the ᾱΞ, ᾱΛ and ϕ̄Ξ asymmetry parameters. From
the measurements of all the asymmetry parameters, a measure of CPV, known
as CP tests, can be given by constructing the three observables

AΞ =
αΞ + ᾱΞ

αΞ − ᾱΞ
, AΛ =

αΛ + ᾱΛ

αΛ − ᾱΛ
, ΦΞ =

ϕΞ + ϕ̄Ξ

2
. (11)

For the angular distributions of the decay sequence of the cascade to be CP
symmetric to its charge conjugate, it is required that αΞ = −ᾱΞ, αΛ = −ᾱΛ and
ϕΞ = −ϕ̄Ξ. But if any of the observables is found to be conclusively non-zero,
then the process is said to be CP violating [3, 13].
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4 Scientific Aims of this Thesis

One can look for signatures of CPV in the decay sequences of hyperons such
as Ξ− → Λπ− → pπ−π−. By measuring the asymmetry parameters αΞ, αΛ and
ϕΞ, and the asymmetry parameters ᾱΞ, ᾱΛ, and ϕ̄Ξ from the charge conjugate
decay sequence, a measure of CPV can be made by constructing the three CPV
observables AΞ, AΛ and ΦΞ. This thesis looked into how the uncertainties in the
parameters and in the observables depend on the polarisation |PΞ| of Ξ− and Ξ̄+

baryons. Because polarisation is a parameter that can be altered in experiments
by using different production channels, it would be interesting to see what value
of polarisation would bring about the highest precision in the measurement of
the parameters and observables. A handful of collaborations have previously
measured the values of the parameters and the observables, but none have ever
used cascades with a strong polarisation. The highest polarisation that was
achieved to date was only roughly 30% [13].

Because the parameters are linked to the aforementioned distribution, their
(statistical) uncertainties had to be estimated by collecting a large sample from
that distribution. Because of the method used in this thesis, the uncertainties,
σ, are inversely proportional to the square root of the sample size,

√
N [9, 17].

It is therefore more convenient to work with the proportionality constant called
the normalised statistical uncertainty σc = σ

√
N [15]. This relation holds for

any sample size as long as the sample size is large.
The specific aim of this thesis was to answer the following questions:

• How does the normalised statistical uncertainty σc in decay parameters
αΞ, αΛ, ϕΞ, ᾱΞ, ᾱΛ and ϕ̄Ξ depend on the polarisation of their corresponding
cascade hyperon?

• How does the normalised statistical uncertainty σc in the CP violating
observables AΞ, AΛ and ΦΞ depend on the polarisation of the cascade
hyperons?

The hope of this study was to expedite progress in the study of CPV in cascades
by assisting future planning of data analyses and measurements in experiments
such as LHCb.

5 Experiments and Status

Over recent years, a few collaborations have conducted experiments in search
of CPV in the Ξ− → Λπ− → pπ−π− decay sequence, such as the HyperCP
collaboration at Fermilab [18] and the BESIII collaboration at the Beijing
Electron-Positron Collider II [19]. While there are some collaborations, such
as the LHCb collaboration at CERN [20] that have not previously conducted
measurements of CPV in the Ξ− → Λπ− → pπ−π− decay sequence, it might
have the potential to do so.
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5.1 The HyperCP Experiment

Figure 5: Schematic of the HyperCP spectrometer [18].

Beginning its operations in 1996, the HyperCP experiment [18], or Fermilab
E871, was specifically designed to search for new sources of CPV in the decay
of charged hyperons, in particular Ξ and Λ hyperons. It eventually expanded
its programme to measure branching ratios and asymmetry parameters of other
decays and to search for forbidden decays, such as those that would violate
lepton number conservation or those that would have |∆S| ≥ 2.

The spectrometer was designed such that it could measure CPV with a
statistical sensitivity of order 10−4, which was three orders of magnitude better
than the experimental limit at the time. The ability to achieve such sensitivity
demanded a large number of events, which in turn demanded a very high data
acquisition rate. The data acquisition system in HyperCP could record at
maximum roughly 100,000 events per second or 17 MB/s, which was at the
time the fastest in the world. The method in which HyperCP searched for
CP violation was to compare the asymmetries in the proton and antiproton
decay distributions in Ξ− → Λπ− → pπ−π− and Ξ̄+ → Λ̄π+ → p̄π+π+ decay
sequences, and then measure the CP violating observable AΞΛ ≈ AΞ +AΛ [18].

Cascade particles were produced by accelerating protons to 800 GeV/c and
directing them onto a 2 × 2 × 60 mm3 copper target. Just after the target
was a 6.096 m long, curved collimator set in a dipole magnet called the hyperon
magnet, in which the hyperons were deflected upwards by roughly 19 mrad. The
hyperons would then emerge from the collimator with a momentum of about
160 GeV/c and decay into other charged particles in a 13 m long vacuum pipe
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called the vacuum decay region. Following the decay region were four multiwire
proportional chambers placed in front of the deflecting, dipole analysing magnets
and five behind them, which measured the momenta of the particles. Further
back were two hodoscopes and a hadronic calorimeter that were used for
triggering. Particles with the same charge as the cascade particle would be
deflected left to the same-sign hodoscope, while the others would be deflected
right to the opposite-sign hodoscope and further down to the calorimeter, which
measured the energy of the protons. At the very back of the spectroscope were
muon systems, which were used for studying rare decays involving muons [11,12].

5.2 The BESIII Experiment

Figure 6: Schematic of the BESIII spectrometer [19].

The Beijing Spectrometer (BESIII) [21] at the Beijing Electron–Positron
Collider II began its operations in 2008 for the purpose of studying a wide
range of particle physics with high accuracy. BESIII conducts for example high
statistics studies of decay properties of hyperons and studies of τ neutrinos and
charmed hadrons. The BESIII experiment focuses on low-energy, high-precision
studies, conducting them at the near-threshold energy for the production of the
particles. This offers several significant advantages over that of high-energy,
such as obtaining a large production rate, low background, and high detection
efficiency. The accelerator on which BESIII operates is a double ring e+e−

collider that can reach a peak luminosity of 1×1033 cm−2s−1 at a center-of-mass
energy that ranges between 2.0 and 4.6 GeV, which is an increase by a factor
of roughly one hundred over its predecessor. By producing polarised hyperon-
antihyperon pairs from reactions such as e+e− → J/Ψ → Ξ−Ξ̄+ and e+e− →
J/Ψ → ΛΛ̄, the experiment has been able to conduct several measurements of
CP violation in baryons [19].
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The detector itself is a general-purpose spectrometer, configured around and
within a 1 T superconducting solenoid and having a polar angle coverage of
21◦ < θ < 159◦. The first layer of the detector that surrounds the beryllium
beam pipe is the helium-based multilayer drift chamber (MDC). It is designed
to measure the momenta of the charged particles with a high resolution. Next is
the time-of-flight (ToF) system, which consists of two layers of plastic scintillator
counters. It is used to identify particles by comparing their measured flight time
to a predicted time, and to act as a fast trigger. Following that is the CsI(Tl)
electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC) which measures the energies and positions
of electrons and photons with high precision. The outermost part of the detector
is the muon identifier, which consists of resistive plate counters (RPCs) nested
in gaps between steel plates. As the name suggests, it is used to detect and
identify muons by associating hits in the counters with reconstructed tracks in
the MDC and measured energy in the EMC [21].

5.3 The LHCb Experiment

Figure 7: Schematic of the LHCb spectrometer [20].

The Large Hadron Collider beauty (LHCb) experiment [20] at CERN also
began its operations in 2008, and dedicates itself to high precision, heavy flavour
experiments. More specifically, the experiment searches for CP violation and
rare decays in hadrons containing charm and bottom quarks. The experimental
programme is being extended to also include measurements of lighter hyperons
such as Ξ and Λ. The collider on which LHCb operates, the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC), is mainly a proton-proton collider and operates on luminosities
of order 1× 1032 cm−2s−1 at center-of-mass energies of the order of 1 TeV [22].
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LHCb is a single-arm spectrometer that has an angular coverage of 15 to
250 − 300 mrad and consists of a large variety of subdetectors. The tracking
system of the spectrometer, which yields precise tracking of particles, consists
of the vertex locator (VELO) which is positioned around the interaction region,
and the four planar tracking stations Tracker Turicensis (TT) and T1-3 which
are positioned further down from the interaction point. Following VELO and
TT is a dipole magnet with an integrated magnetic field of 4 Tm, which is used
to measure the momentum of charged particles, and situated at two locations
are the ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors (RICH1-2) which are used for particle
identification. The calorimeter system consists of a pad/preshower detector
(SPD/PD), an electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) and a hadronic calorimeter
(HCAL), which indentifies electrons, photons, and hadrons and measures their
energies and positions. The SPD/PD system also improves the background
rejection of the calorimeter and improves the separation of electrons and photons.
The final piece of the spectrometer is the muon detection system (M1-2) used
for muon identification and consisting of multi wire proportional chambers
(MWPC) [20,22].

5.4 Theoretical and Experimental Status

Regarding the theoretical status of the CP violating observables, a recent
calculation in the Standard Model for two of the three observables, AΞ and AΛ,
has been made. The ranges in which they are expected [10] to lie in are

− 2× 10−5 ≤ AΞ ≤ 1× 10−5, −3× 10−5 ≤ AΛ ≤ 4× 10−5. (12)

The range for the combined observable AΞΛ ≈ AΞ+AΛ has also been calculated
and is predicted to lie between −5× 10−5 ≤ AΞΛ ≤ 5× 10−5. The order of the
range for ΦΞ can be deduced from

ΦΞ =
α√

1− α2
cosϕ tan (ξP − ξS), (13)

where α = (αΞ− ᾱΞ)/2 and ϕ = (ϕΞ− ϕ̄Ξ)/2. The quantity ξP −ξS is called the
weak-phase difference and is predicted by the Standard Model to have the value
ξP − ξS = [−2.1 ± 1.7] × 10−4 rad for the decay of Ξ− → Λπ− [15]. Using the
very recent measured values of the asymmetry parameters, which can be viewed
in Table 2, puts the order of magnitude of ΦΞ at most 10−4 − 10−5 rad. A
convincing case of CP violation would require measurements where the precision
is at least of the orders given by the Standard Model.

The HyperCP collaboration conducted two different experiments regarding
the hyperon and antihyperon decay sequences, the first being in 2004 where
it measured the ϕΞ asymmetry parameter using a sample of 144 × 106 Ξ− →
Λπ− → pπ−π− decays. Having an average polarisation of 0.037, it measured
the asymmetry parameter to be ϕΞ = −0.0417 ± 0.0112 ± 0.0112 rad, where
the first and second uncertainty are statistical and systematic, respectively [11].
The second experiment, conducted in the same year, measured the combined
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CP violating observable AΞΛ having unpolarised Ξ− and Ξ̄+. Using a sample of
117× 106 Ξ− → Λπ− → pπ−π− decays and a sample of 41× 106 Ξ̄+ → Λ̄π+ →
p̄π+π+ decays, it measured the observable to be AΞΛ = [0.0± 5.1± 4.4]× 10−4,
which is consistent with the Standard Model [12].

A more recent and overarching experiment involving the decay sequence was
conducted in 2021 by the BESIII collaboration. It used a sample of 7.3 × 104

J/Ψ → Ξ−Ξ̄+ → ΛΛ̄π−π+ → pp̄π−π−π+π+ decay events and measured, among
other things, the values of all of the asymmetry parameters and the values of
all the CP violating observables. The values, together with the uncertainties,
are summarised in Table 2 below.

Table 2: Summary of the results of the asymmetry parameters and the CP
violating observables from the BESIII experiment [13].

Parameter Result

αΞ -0.376 ± 0.007 ± 0.003

ᾱΞ 0.371 ± 0.007 ± 0.002

αΛ 0.757 ± 0.011 ± 0.008

ᾱΛ -0.763 ± 0.011 ± 0.007

ϕΞ 0.011 ± 0.019 ± 0.009 rad

ϕ̄Ξ -0.021 ± 0.019 ± 0.007 rad

AΞ [ 6.0 ± 13.4 ± 5.6]×10−3

AΛ [-4.8 ± 13.7 ± 2.9]×10−3

ΦΞ [-3.7 ± 11.7 ± 9.0]×10−3 rad

The CP violating observables measured in BESIII are also consistent with the
prediction given by the Standard Model [13]. Thus, no conclusive CP violation
has been detected, neither at HyperCP nor at BESIII.

6 Method

To estimate the uncertainties in the asymmetry parameters and in the
CPV observables as a function of the polarisation of Ξ− and Ξ̄+ hyperons,
three statistical techniques were employed: Monte Carlo simulation, maximum
likelihood estimation, and error propagation. The first two were used to estimate
the uncertainty in the asymmetry parameters, but they were also used to
estimate their values, which was needed to estimate the uncertainty in the CPV
observables through error propagation. This was all done numerically with the
help of software tools as the methods used required heavy-duty simulations,
calculations, and analyses. In this case, a code was written in Python that
performed the desired numerical tasks and it can be found in the Appendix.
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6.1 Estimation of the Uncertainties in the Asymmetry
Parameters

Beginning with the decay sequence Ξ− → Λπ− → pπ−π− and repeating
the procedure for the charge conjugate decay sequence. To estimate the
uncertainties in the asymmetry parameters αΞ, αΛ and ϕΞ for a given
polarisation of the cascade particle |PΞ|, a large number of decay events
was simulated. One event corresponds to a set of kinematical variables ξ =
(cos θΛ, ϕΛ, cos θp, ϕp). A technique called Monte-Carlo simulation was utilised
to simulate the large number of decay events. It, however, requires knowledge
of the distribution describing the decay sequence and thus the values of all
the parameters. The distribution function is given by Eq. (7) and will be
denoted as P (ξ,ω), where ω = (|PΞ|, αΞ, αΛ, ϕΞ). The values of the asymmetry
parameters were chosen from the recent measurements conducted in the BESIII
experiment [13], and the choice of polarisation of Ξ− will be described shortly.

The Monte-Carlo simulation is a very powerful tool which allows one to
collect a large sample that follows the distribution that one is working with to
a very high degree. It works by first uniformly generating a random sample ξi
in the distribution space and then generating another variable yi in the interval
[0, Pmax], where Pmax is the maximum value of the distribution function. If
yi ≤ P (ξi,ω) then that event was accepted, while if yi > P (ξi,ω) then that
event was rejected. This is known as the Von Neumann acceptance-rejection
method, and it is thanks to this method that the large sample size followed the
distribution function to a high degree [9]. The simulations were done for different
magnitudes of the polarisation, |PΞ| = 0.10, 0.15, ... 0.95, 1.00, until a sample
size of 10 million events for each polarisation was reached. One thing to note is
that the different orientations of the polarisation vector make no difference as
long as the magnitudes are the same. The rest frame axes can always be chosen
such that the polarisation vector is in a desired direction, and here it was chosen
to only point and vary in the positive z-direction. This procedure was also done
for a polarisation of 0.037 with a sample size of 20 million as to compare the
uncertainty in the ϕΞ parameter to the measurement made in HyperCP.

With a large sample of kinematical variables generated ξ1, ξ2 ... ξN for a
given polarisation and decay sequence, the uncertainty in the parameters can
be estimated. But first, the values of the parameters had to be estimated first
using the method of maximum likelihood estimation, which is a great estimation
method since it is asymptotically unbiased, consistent, and it generally has a
Gaussian sampling distribution. While the exact values of the parameters were
known when generating the samples, the contrary had to be assumed in order
to replicate an experimental environment. It was also necessary to estimate the
values of the asymmetry parameters because they were then used to estimate
the error in the CPV observables. Unfortunately, since the polarisation is also
a parameter of the distribution, it had to be estimated and used as well. But
anything further than that could be ignored.

To estimate the values of the asymmetries, a likelihood function was
constructed using the generated kinematical variables as
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L(ω) =

N∏
i=1

P (ξi,ω). (14)

A maximum likelihood estimate of the asymmetry parameters ω are values of
the parameters that maximise the likelihood function. Because of the properties
of the logarithm, it is analytically more convenient to work with the natural
logarithm of the likelihood function, called the log-likelihood function

lnL(ω) =

N∑
i=1

lnP (ξi,ω), (15)

as both functions are maximised for the same parameter values. In a numerical
case, it is also more favourable to work with the log-likelihood function as the
product becomes too tiny for computers to do proper estimation for larger
samples due to limiting precision. Finally, a maximum likelihood estimate of
the parameters could then be found by solving the likelihood equations [9, 23]

∂ lnL

∂ω
= 0. (16)

The estimated values of the parameters will be called ω̂. However, instead of
solving for Eq. (16), a numerical minimisation software called iminuit [17] was
used directly on Eq. (15), with the sign of the equation inverted. The software
utilised a minimisation algorithm called migrad which is a mix of Newton step
and gradient descent methods.

By estimating the values of the parameters, their statistical uncertainty
(one standard deviation) could also be estimated. This was done numerically
by iminuit which uses the Hesse algorithm [17]. It works by constructing a
Hessian matrix of the log-likelihood function and evaluating it at the function
minimum. Each element of this matrix is an element of the inverse of the
estimated covariance matrix V̂ , meaning that

(V̂ −1)ij =
∂2 lnL

∂ωi∂ωj

∣∣∣
ω=ω̂

, (17)

where V̂ij = cov[ω̂i, ω̂j ]. The square-roots of the diagonal elements of V̂ yield the
desired one standard deviation uncertainties, σ, for the estimated parameters.
In the asymptotic limit, the covariance matrix converges to its true value. And
as mentioned earlier, the uncertainty of the parameters becomes proportional
to 1/

√
N where N is the number of events [9, 17]. A new coefficient could thus

be constructed as

σc = σ
√
N, (18)

called the normalised statistical uncertainty [15], which is independent of the
number of events in the asymptotic limit. Then, Given σc, the uncertainty for
any specific number of events N could be estimated with σc√

N
.
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6.2 Estimation of the Uncertainties in the CPV
Observables

With the values and the normalised uncertainty of the asymmetry
parameters estimated, the normalised uncertainty in the CP violating
observables for each polarisation of the Ξ−/Ξ̄+ hyperons could be estimated
as well. By assuming that the two Ξ−/Ξ̄+ decay sequences were created
independently so that the asymmetry parameters were uncorrelated to their
charge conjugate pairs, error propagation for uncorrelated variables could be
used. The uncertainties for the CP violating observables AΞ, AΛ and ΦΞ were
thus given by [24]

σc(AΞ) =

√[
2ᾱΞσc(αΞ)

(αΞ − ᾱΞ)2

]2
+

[
2αΞσc(ᾱΞ)

(αΞ − ᾱΞ)2

]2
, (19)

σc(AΛ) =

√[
2ᾱΛσc(αΛ)

(αΛ − ᾱΛ)2

]2
+

[
2αΛσc(ᾱΛ)

(αΛ − ᾱΛ)2

]2
, (20)

σc(ΦΞ) =

√[
σc(ϕΞ)

2

]2
+

[
σc(ϕ̄Ξ)

2

]2
. (21)

These can then be compared to the 0-th order analytical approximations of the
uncertainties, which are given by

σc(ΦΞ) =

√
N

I0(ΦΞ)
(22)

σc(AΞ) =

√
I0(AΛ)N

I0(AΞ)I0(AΛ)− I0(AΛ, AΞ)2
(23)

σc(AΛ) =

√
I0(AΞ)N

I0(AΞ)I0(AΛ)− I0(AΛ, AΞ)2
(24)

where

I0(ΦΞ) = N
4

27
(1− a2Ξ)a

2
Λ(3 + a2Ξa

2
Λ)P

2
Ξ, (25)

I0(AΞ) = N
4

3
a2Ξa

2
Λ[1 +

3(a4Λ + 3)− a2Ξ(3− a2Λ)
2

18(1− a2Ξ)a
2
Λ

P2
Ξ], (26)

I0(AΛ) = N
4

3
a2Ξa

2
Λ[1 +

a4Ξ − 2a2Ξ + 3

6a2Ξ
P2

Ξ], (27)

I0(AΛ, AΞ) = N
4

3
a2Ξa

2
Λ[1−

1

3
P2

Ξ]. (28)

N is the number of Ξ− and Ξ̄+ decay events and aΞ = (αΞ − ᾱΞ)/2 and aΛ =
(αΛ − ᾱΛ)/2 [15].
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7 Results and Discussion

7.1 Uncertainty in Asymmetry Parameters

Figure 8: Simulated data points of normalised statistical uncertainties, σc, in
the asymmetry parameters for (a) cascades and (b) anticascades as a function
of the polarisation. The lines between the points are linear interpolations.
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The simulated data points of normalised statistical uncertainties of the
asymmetry parameters as a function of the polarisation of the respective cascade
baryon are presented in two graphs in Figure 8 above. The lines between the
data points are linear interpolants and represent what value the uncertainties
would have approximately between the data points. One obvious feature of
the functions is that they are all strictly decreasing in the interval of interest.
In the region of 10% − 50% polarisation, the decrease in the uncertainties is
substantial, where a small increase in the polarisation can yield a huge reduction
in uncertainties in this interval. In the region of 50% − 100% polarisation, the
decrease is much less, meaning that for an increase in polarisation, the reduction
in uncertainty diminishes. Nevertheless, it is still an improvement in precision,
which is always required in high precision measurements.

Of all the asymmetry parameters, the uncertainties in αΞ and ᾱΞ are the
lowest throughout the interval of interest. As mentioned earlier, the reduction in
uncertainties is highest in the low polarisation region. A leap from 10% to 50%
polarisation reduces the uncertainties in the parameters by 76% while a leap
from 50% to 100% polarisation only reduces the uncertainties by 33%. It can
still be argued to be a very high improvement given that these are involved in
high precision measurements. When it comes to the uncertainties in αΛ and ᾱΛ,
they are the second lowest throughout the interval of interest and are around
twice as large as the uncertainties in the previous parameters. A leap from 10%
to 50% polarisation reduces the uncertainties in the parameters by 78%, while
a leap from 50% to 100% polarisation only reduces the uncertainties by 40%.
Although these uncertainties are higher for the whole interval than the previous
parameters, they have a slightly higher reduction. The uncertainties in the
last two parameters, ϕΞ and ϕ̄Ξ are the largest throughout the whole interval.
However, a leap from 10% to 50% polarisation reduces the uncertainties in
the parameters by 80% while a leap from 50% to 100% polarisation reduces
the uncertainties by 53%. This means that these parameters have the highest
reduction in their uncertainties of all of the parameters, even reducing down to
levels comparable to the uncertainties in αΛ and ᾱΛ.

In summary, the higher the polarisation is achieved, the less uncertainty
there is in the measurements of the asymmetry parameters. This might have
been expected for αΞ and ᾱΞ, as the effects of those parameters become more
pronounced the higher the polarisation of the cascade is. This should also be
the case for the other parameters. As a result of the Lee-Yang formula, a higher
polarisation of the cascade will induce a higher polarisation in the Λ baryon,
so the effects of αΛ and ᾱΛ also become more pronounced. When it comes
to ϕΞ and ϕ̄Ξ, if the polarisation of cascade baryons had been 0%, then the
parameters would not appear in the distribution function and it would have
been impossible to measure them. Thus is seems that the effects of ϕΞ and ϕ̄Ξ

also becomes more pronounced for higher polarisation of Ξ baryons, and their
uncertainties becomes smaller.
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One could compare the results gathered here to the measurements done in
BESIII [13] which measured the asymmetry parameters using only a sample of
roughly 7.3× 104 events. Using σ = σc√

N
, it can be estimated how many events

are going to be needed to match the statistical uncertainties given in BESIII for
a given polarisation. This is presented in Table 3.

Table 3: An estimate of the number of events needed to match the statistical
uncertainties in the BESIII measurement of the asymmetry parameters for a
given polarisation.

|PΞ| N(αΞ/ᾱΞ) N(αΛ/ᾱΛ) N(ϕΞ/ϕ̄Ξ)

0.10 1.6× 106 2.7× 106 2.4× 106

0.20 4.3× 105 6.8× 105 6.2× 105

0.30 2.1× 105 3.2× 105 2.7× 105

0.40 1.3× 105 1.9× 105 1.5× 105

0.50 9.2× 104 1.3× 105 9.7× 104

0.60 7.2× 104 1.0× 105 6.6× 104

0.70 6.0× 104 8.0× 104 4.7× 104

0.80 5.2× 104 6.6× 104 3.6× 104

0.90 4.6× 104 5.6× 104 2.7× 104

1.00 4.1× 104 4.8× 104 2.1× 104

One could also compare the results here to those made in HyperCP [11].
As mentioned in the method section, the uncertainty in the ϕΞ asymmetry
parameter was also simulated for 3.7% polarisation to compare it to the one
measured in HyperCP. Looking at the statistical uncertainty in ϕΞ given by
HyperCP, it has the value of 0.0112 rad for a sample size of 144 × 106 Ξ− →
Λπ− → pπ−π− decays. Using the method previously described, the normalised
statistical uncertainty of ϕΞ was given to be σc(ϕΞ) = 83.09 rad. Thus, the
uncertainty in ϕΞ for 144 × 106 events is estimated to be σ(ϕΞ) =

σc√
144×106

=

0.0069 rad which is an improvement by around 38% compared to the method
used in HyperCP.
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7.2 Uncertainty in CPV Observables

Figure 9: Simulated data points of normalised statistical uncertainties, σc, in
the CP violating observables (a) AΞ, AΛ, and (b) ΦΞ as a function of cascade
and anticascade polarisation. The curves are the 0-th order approximations of
the uncertainties.
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The simulated data points of the normalised statistical uncertainties of the
CP violating observables as a function of the polarisation of the cascade baryons
are given in the graphs in Figure 9 above. The curves in the graphs are the
normalised 0-th order approximations of the uncertainties, given by Eqs. (22 -
24). Once again, the obvious feature of the functions is that they are all strictly
decreasing in the interval of interest. In the region of 10% − 50% polarisation
the decrease in the uncertainties are a lot more substantial than in the region of
50%−100% polarisation. Nonetheless, there is always a reduction in uncertainty
for a higher polarisation.

Unlike with the asymmetry parameters, the uncertainty in AΞ is comparable
to AΛ at the low-polarisation range. It is only at around 30% polarisation
that an appreciable discrepancy starts to grow, and it is such that AΛ has a
lower uncertainty than AΞ. A leap from 10% to 50% polarisation reduces the
uncertainty in AΞ by 76% while in AΛ it is reduces by 78%, and in a leap from
50% to 100% polarisation the uncertainty in AΞ reduced by 33% and in AΛ

by 40%. The reason for why the uncertainties in αΛ and ᾱΛ are lower than
those in αΞ and ᾱΞ is explained by looking at Eqs. (19) and (20), where the
denominator (αΛ − ᾱΛ)

2 is around four times larger than (αΞ − ᾱΞ)
2. Still, it

is a large reduction in the uncertainties in both observables, which is precisely
what is desired in high precision measurements. The theoretically estimated
uncertainties match the simulated data reasonably well, given that they are
approximations. A difference is that the theoretical curves for AΞ and AΛ are
shifted downwards, and because the theoretical curves are approximations, it
means that the theoretical values somewhat underestimates the uncertainties
slightly. Nevertheless, the fact that the shape of the theoretical curve matches
the simulated data and that the uncertainty in AΞ is larger than AΛ in both
cases, shows that they are in very good agreement with each other.

The uncertainty in the last observable, ΦΞ is the largest, at least for the
low polarisation region. At around 55% polarisation it actually passes by AΞ

meaning that the uncertainty in ΦΞ becomes lower than AΞ, and at around
70% polarisation it passes by AΛ. Thus, like in the case with the asymmetry
parameters, it has the highest reduction in its uncertainty. A leap from 10%
to 50% polarisation reduces the uncertainty by 80% while a leap from 50%
to 100% polarisation reduces it by 53%. The simulated values are in very
good agreement with the theoretical curve. Not only does the shape of the
simulated values match the theoretical, it also falls on to the curve very well. In
summary, the higher the polarisation is achieved, the less uncertainty there is in
the measurements of the CP violating observables. One can see in the formulas
for error propagation Eq. (19 - 21) that if the uncertainties in the asymmetry
parameters become smaller, the uncertainties in the CP violating observables
will also be smaller.
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Table 4: An estimate of the number of events needed to match the statistical
uncertainties in the BESIII measurement of the CPV observables for a given
polarisation.

|PΞ| N(AΞ) N(AΛ) N(ΦΞ)

0.10 1.6× 106 1.5× 106 3.1× 106

0.20 4.2× 105 3.9× 105 8.1× 105

0.30 2.0× 105 1.8× 105 3.6× 105

0.40 1.3× 105 1.1× 105 2.0× 105

0.50 9.0× 104 7.5× 104 1.3× 105

0.60 7.1× 104 5.7× 104 8.6× 104

0.70 5.8× 104 4.5× 104 6.2× 104

0.80 5.0× 104 3.7× 104 4.6× 104

0.90 4.5× 104 3.1× 104 3.6× 104

1.00 4.0× 104 2.7× 104 2.8× 104

Just as with the case of asymmetry parameters, one can compare the results
gathered here to the measurements done in BESIII [13]. Again, using σ = σc√

N
it

can be estimated how many events are going to be needed to match the statistical
uncertainties given in BESIII for a given polarisation. This is presented in Table
4. Unfortunately, a comparison to the HyperCP experiment [12] which measured
the combined CP violating observable AΞΛ ≈ AΞ+AΛ could not be made. This
is because HyperCP used unpolarised beams of cascade particles, that is, a
polarisation of 0%. This could not be done with the methods here. Looking at
the theoretical case, the uncertainties blow up to infinity for 0% polarisation,
and qualitatively, the simulated data follows the same trend.

8 Conclusions and Outlook

This thesis looked at how the normalised statistical uncertainties in the
asymmetry parameters and the CPV observables depend on the polarisation of
Ξ− and Ξ̄+ baryons. Using the method described in this thesis, it was found that
the uncertainties are strictly decreasing with increasing polarisation. However,
for each increase in polarisation, the reduction in uncertainty diminishes. The
uncertainties in the region of 10% − 50% polarisation decrease substantially,
where a leap from 10% to 50% lowers all of the uncertainties by around 76%−
80%. In the region of 50%−100% polarisation, the uncertainties decrease much
less. A leap from 50% to 100% polarisation lowers the uncertainty in αΞ, ᾱΞ

and AΞ by roughly 33%, in αΛ, ᾱΛ and AΛ it goes down by roughly 40%, and in
ϕΞ, ϕ̄Ξ and ΦΞ it goes down by 53%. Thus, of all of the asymmetry parameters,
ϕΞ and ϕ̄Ξ have the highest decrease in their uncertainties, and likewise for the
Φ observable.
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In a recent experiment conducted by the Belle collaboration, it was shown
that the weak, hadronic decay Ξ0

c → Ξ−π+, which is also subject to the
principles and formalism as described in previous sections, had an asymmetry
parameter value αΞ0

c
= −0.64 ± 0.05 ± 0.01 while the charge conjugated

asymmetry parameter had the value ᾱΞ0
c
= 0.61± 0.05± 0.01 [25]. This would

be a great source of cascade hyperons with a mid to high polarisation. Looking
at the Lee-Yang formula Eq. (9), if the worst case scenario is assumed in that
one produces unpolarised charmed cascade particles, PΞ0

c
= 0, the polarisation

of the regular cascade particles would become at a minimum roughly 60%. A
higher polarisation of the charmed cascade would mean a polarisation of the
regular cascade particles to be higher than 60%. With the method used in this
thesis, one could estimate the values of the asymmetry parameters with very
low uncertainty.

No previous measurements of CPV in the Ξ− → Λπ− → pπ−π− decay
sequence have been conducted at the LHCb experiment. However, the
collaboration has previously conducted several studies into Ξ0

c baryons [26, 27].
So if the collaboration finds the study of CPV in the cascade decay sequence
worthwhile, it could produce highly polarised cascade particles such that the
precision in the measurement of asymmetry parameters would become very
high. If LCHb used the method of this thesis, produced 60% polarised cascades
and wished to match the precision in the observables given by the BESIII
experiment, only a sample of 5.7 × 104 − 8.6 × 104 of each decay sequence
would be needed. However, if LHCb wished to achieve uncertainties in the
observables that is in the order given by the Standard Model, a sample of
1.1× 1011 − 1.3× 1011 Ξ− → Λπ− → pπ−π− and Ξ̄+ → Λ̄π+ → p̄π+π+ decay
events would be needed. If CPV in the quark sector is larger in reality than in
the Standard Model, then one might find the effects even before reaching these
sample sizes.

9 Appendix

9.1 Code

Below is the code used for this thesis. It is used to generate events given the
distribution and then estimate the values and uncertainties of the asymmetry
parameters using the maximum likelihood method.

import random

from math import *

import numpy as np

from iminuit import Minuit

#--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

#Probability Distribution Function

def PDF(costL, pL, costp, pp, Px, Py, Pz, aXi, aL, pXi):

Lx = np.sin(np.arccos(np.array(costL)))*np.cos(np.array(pL))

Ly = np.sin(np.arccos(np.array(costL)))*np.sin(np.array(pL))

Lz = np.array(costL)
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px = np.sin(np.arccos(np.array(costp)))*np.cos(np.array(pp))

py = np.sin(np.arccos(np.array(costp)))*np.sin(np.array(pp))

pz = np.array(costp)

bXi= sqrt(1-aXi*aXi)*sin(pXi)

yXi= sqrt(1-aXi*aXi)*cos(pXi)

PL1= ((aXi+Px*Lx+Py*Ly+Pz*Lz)*Lx + bXi*(Py*Lz-Pz*Ly) +

yXi*(Ly*(Px*Ly-Py*Lx)-Lz*(Pz*Lx-Px*Lz)))/(1+aXi*(Px*Lx+Py*Ly+Pz*Lz))↪→

PL2= ((aXi+Px*Lx+Py*Ly+Pz*Lz)*Ly + bXi*(Pz*Lx-Px*Lz) +

yXi*(Lz*(Py*Lz-Pz*Ly)-Lx*(Px*Ly-Py*Lx)))/(1+aXi*(Px*Lx+Py*Ly+Pz*Lz))↪→

PL3= ((aXi+Px*Lx+Py*Ly+Pz*Lz)*Lz + bXi*(Px*Ly-Py*Lx) +

yXi*(Lx*(Pz*Lx-Px*Lz)-Ly*(Py*Lz-Pz*Ly)))/(1+aXi*(Px*Lx+Py*Ly+Pz*Lz))↪→

z1 = Lx; z2 = Ly; z3 = Lz

x1 = (Py*Lz-Pz*Ly)/np.sqrt((Py*Lz-Pz*Ly)**2 + (Pz*Lx-Px*Lz)**2 +

(Px*Ly-Py*Lx)**2)↪→

x2 = (Pz*Lx-Px*Lz)/np.sqrt((Py*Lz-Pz*Ly)**2 + (Pz*Lx-Px*Lz)**2 +

(Px*Ly-Py*Lx)**2)↪→

x3 = (Px*Ly-Py*Lx)/np.sqrt((Py*Lz-Pz*Ly)**2 + (Pz*Lx-Px*Lz)**2 +

(Px*Ly-Py*Lx)**2)↪→

y1 = z2*x3 - z3*x2; y2 = z3*x1 - z1*x3; y3 = z1*x2 - z2*x1

PLz = PL1*z1 + PL2*z2 + PL3*z3

PLx = PL1*x1 + PL2*x2 + PL3*x3

PLy = PL1*y1 + PL2*y2 + PL3*y3

pdf=(1+aXi*(Px*Lx + Py*Ly + Pz*Lz))*(1+aL*(PLx*px + PLy*py +

PLz*pz))/(4*pi)**2↪→

return pdf

#Monte-Carlo Simulation

def generate(n, Px, Py, Pz, aXi, aL, pXi):

VcostL=[]

VpL =[]

Vcostp=[]

Vpp =[]

i=0

while i < n:

costL=random.uniform(-1,1)

pL=random.uniform(0,2*pi)

costp=random.uniform(-1,1)

pp=random.uniform(0,2*pi)

pdf=PDF(costL, pL, costp, pp, Px, Py, Pz, aXi, aL, pXi)

y=random.uniform(0,0.0159) #from 0 to maxvalue of PDF

if y<pdf:

VcostL.append(costL)

VpL.append(pL)

Vcostp.append(costp)

Vpp.append(pp)

i=i+1

return VcostL, VpL, Vcostp, Vpp

#Negative Log-Likelihood Function

def f(Px, Py, Pz, aXi, aL, pXi):

logL = np.sum(np.log(PDF(angle[0], angle[1], angle[2], angle[3], Px, Py, Pz,

aXi, aL, pXi)))↪→

return -logL

#--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

# #Number of events

N=10000000
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#Parameter values

PPx = 0.0

PPy = 0.0

PPz = 1.0 # Xi #anti-Xi

PaXi=-0.376 #-0.376 # 0.371

PaL = 0.757 # 0.757 #-0.763

PpXi= 0.011 # 0.011 #-0.021

#Sample Generation and Minimisation Preperation

print('polarisation Magnitude: ' + str(sqrt(PPx**2 + PPy**2 + PPz**2)))

angle=generate(N, Px=PPx, Py=PPy, Pz=PPz, aXi=PaXi, aL=PaL, pXi=PpXi)

f.errordef = Minuit.LIKELIHOOD

m = Minuit(f, Px=PPx, Py=PPy, Pz=PPz, aXi=PaXi, aL=PaL, pXi=PpXi)

m.migrad() #Migrad minimisation

m.hesse() #Hesse algorithm

print(m.values) #Print parameter values

print(m.errors) #Print parameter parabolic errors

print(m.covariance) #Return covariance matrix

9.2 Tabulated Results

Table 5: Numerical values of the simulated normalised statistical uncertainties
in the asymmetry parameters and in the CPV observables as a function of
cascades and anticascade polarisation. σc(ϕΞ), σc(ϕ̄Ξ) and σc(ΦΞ) are given in
units of rad, while the rest are unitless.

|PΞ| σc(αΞ) σc(αΛ) σc(ϕΞ) σc(ᾱΞ) σc(ᾱΛ) σc(ϕ̄Ξ) σc(AΞ) σc(AΛ) σc(ΦΞ)

0.10 8.85 17.96 29.39 8.86 18.29 29.17 16.84 16.78 20.70

0.15 6.02 12.20 19.73 6.01 12.10 19.82 11.39 11.30 13.98

0.20 4.58 9.04 14.91 4.59 9.33 14.80 8.67 8.55 10.51

0.25 3.74 7.32 12.01 3.73 7.51 11.82 7.06 6.92 8.42

0.30 3.18 6.27 9.90 3.17 6.31 9.83 6.01 5.85 6.98

0.35 2.81 5.46 8.55 2.79 5.52 8.42 5.30 5.11 6.00

0.40 2.51 4.81 7.43 2.50 4.94 7.34 4.75 4.54 5.22

0.45 2.29 4.37 6.58 2.29 4.47 6.53 4.35 4.12 4.63

0.50 2.12 4.01 5.91 2.12 4.08 5.84 4.01 3.76 4.15

0.55 1.99 3.73 5.34 1.99 3.79 5.29 3.77 3.50 3.76

0.60 1.88 3.48 4.89 1.88 3.54 4.83 3.56 3.27 3.44

0.65 1.79 3.28 4.49 1.78 3.32 4.44 3.38 3.07 3.16

0.70 1.71 3.11 4.14 1.71 3.14 4.11 3.24 2.91 2.92

0.75 1.65 2.96 3.84 1.64 3.00 3.81 3.19 2.77 2.70

0.80 1.59 2.83 3.58 1.59 2.87 3.55 3.01 2.65 2.52

0.85 1.55 2.71 3.35 1.54 2.74 3.32 2.91 2.53 2.36

0.90 1.50 2.61 3.14 1.49 2.63 3.11 2.83 2.43 2.21

0.95 1.46 2.51 2.95 1.45 2.52 2.91 2.75 2.34 2.07

1.00 1.42 2.41 2.77 1.41 2.43 2.74 2.68 2.25 1.95
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